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An overview of ASAP 

 
Additional skill Acquisition Programme which is commonly known as ASAP is a much 

appreciated initiative of the General and Higher Education Departments of Kerala. It’s an 

ambitious programme with the objective of tackling the issue of growing unemployment in 

the state due to the lack of skill factor.The project got beautifully unwrapped in the year 

2012 with the motive to improve the communication and technical skills of the students 

along with some vocational skills  ,which will prepare them for a job market.Through the 

years this beautiful scheme proved quite successful in fulfilling the dream behind.S.E.S 

college set out it’s journey with ASAP in 2015 and continues its success story with quality 

number of programmes ,it did undertake inside and outside the campus.The forum many 

a time came to media coverage for the novelty and variety of the programmes ,the forum 

organised.To Top it all, we have successfully completed three batches with some student 

trainers to our credit.The forum has a facebook page, where it showcases the creative 

endeavours of students enrolled.The forum works under the supervision of Principal –Dr. 

Dominic Thomas,Faculty coordinator -Shabeena Backer, S.D.C Programme Manager -

Neethi Ebraham and S.D.E. Sovin Thomas. ASAP FORUM S.E.S college strives hard to 

be productive by unlocking the repertoire of potentialities inherent in our students. 

 

 

BENEFICIARIES: 

 
           S.E.S college embarked on the project of Additional skill acquisition programme in 2015 

by encouraging our students to attend the programmes of ASAP being conducted in 

different parts of the district. The foundation course of ASAP got going in 2016 with a 

batch of 25 students , all of whom successfully completed foundation and skill courses 

with outstanding grades. After the first batch successfully completed their 300 hours ,out 

of which 180 hours for communication and 120 hours for IT ,the second batch of 25 

students did begin. ASAP forum S.E.S college with its zest organised various novel 

ventures ,which captivated students and that in fact resulted in the third and fourth batch 

of 30 and 29 students. The enrolled students revamped with their expedition with ASAP. 

The forum is really proud to mention two of our students Arya and Megha ,who are working 

as Skill Development Executives of ASAP at different schools and colleges ,which 

highlights the fruitful effectuation of the scheme. ASAP  forum renders activities for the



 

entire student community of the college to equip them with better confidence to come                     

forward to speak up. 

 
 

 COURSE FLOW 
 

Additional skill acquisition programme ASAP comprises foundation module, Skill Course, and 

internship.The foundation module encompasses 180 hours of English Speaking Skills ,basic 

 IT skills and internship. The modules also throw some light on personality development of the  

student. The students will be given training in any of the skill course based on the interest and 
aptitude.The idea of internship is impart the essential skills required to sustain in current job market.It 
acts as a linkage between text and work.The students get exposed to market requirements.It 
communicates to them to get updated to the fast changing world .ASAP also attempts to provide 
placement assistance for the students.The project which took birth with realisation that kerala has the 
human resource and the potential to soar to greater heights and the scheme proved successful in 
bridging possible gaps of knowledge  and skill. 

 
 

                  E- LECTERN 

 
ASAP FORUM, SES College in collaboration with IQAC and Academic forum of the college has 

conducted a webinar named on the topic "What is Communicative English? :- Functions and 

Significance. It was conducted on 24th june 2020 at 11 AM. The Resource person was Ms. Urvi 

Sharma, Assistant Professor of Mehr Chand Mahajan DAV College for Women, 

Chandigarh.The program was conducted online through the platform Zoom. It was such an 

effective and useful class for the students. More than 182 participants from different parts of the 

country took part in the program. E certificates were given to all the participants. 

 
https://forms.gle/LnXwwc5Zs9CUph3Y8 

 

               VOTERS’ CHOICE 

 
Team CSK conducted a session VOTERS CHOICE for Asap students on 25,November 2020. 

The task was to share their expectations from the candidates and through google forms 

participants answered all questions related. The winner was Arpitha Pushpajan from KKR team 

and altogether 9 students took part in this event. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 



 

 
 
 
 

                 KAHANIWALA COMPETITION 

 
Team Radiant Royals conducted a story writing competition in the name of “kahani wala”. Its was 

all Kerala programme. We got entries from different parts of kerala. Entries to this competition 

started from 27th,November 2020 onwards. We thought of a plan to make a magazine comprising 

of all these entries. 

 

                  THOUGHT OF THE DAY 

 
The team KKR had conducted a program "Start our day with a quote on 29 November 2020 

scheduled for a week . Each member from our group had started our session with a meaningful 

Quote .Some of them are listed below 

 
● "The weak can never forgive. Forgive is the Attribute of the Strong" 

- Mahatma Gandhi 

● "Smile is the electricity and life is a battery whenever you smile the battery gets charged 

and a beautiful day is activated 

So keep smiling" 

-A P J Abdul kalam 

● "Live as if you were to die tomorrow. 

Learn as if you were to live 

forever" 

-Mahatma Gandhi 

 

                SPEED TEST CHALLENGE 

 
Team Mighty Indians conducted a song challenge named 'Speed Test Challenge' for all 

ASAPians in ASAP open stage Whatsapp group. A hint of the programme along with time was 

posted in the group in the morning. The challenge was that a famous Malayalam song was 

posted and challenged all to sing that song and post it in the group as a video. Rules were that 

the video should be of single take and the participant should sing the song without looking at the 

lyrics and the video should be posted in the time limit of 1 hour( 3PM - 4 PM). The full details of 

the challenge was posted 15 minutes before the challenge (2:45 PM). Since Many found this 

challenge difficult, the time limit was later extended to 5 PM. Thus at the end of the time limit,we 

got two entries from Vyshak M of team KKR and Jyothisree of team CSK. As Vyshak posted the 

video with enough good perfection, he became the winner of the challenge. The prize which 

was kept as a surprise at the time challenge was a non-stop track of evergreen Malayalam 

songs, which was sent to Vyshak through WhatsApp and a token of appreciation was also gifted 

and sent through WhatsApp to Jyothisree which was a track of combined Malayalam songs. 



 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 

                     PHOTOGRAPHY CONTEST 

 
We conducted a ‘photography contest’ for SES college students. "Caption 2020 capture 2020" 

was the theme for the contest. The time allotted for the competition was 29th Nov-02 Dec 2020. 

For this contest we had created an Instagram page named 'pictursque_photo_contest' for the 

entries and activities. 18 students participated in the event. The winners are decided on the 

number of instagram likes. And the winners are Ajmal and Hanna hyrin. The link of instagram 

page is given below 

 
https://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/?i=19ntsuz5l07dc&utm_content=kgmpbbp 

http://www.instagram.com/invites/contact/?i=19ntsuz5l07dc&amp%3Butm_content=kgmpbbp


 

 
 
 

                DIARY WRITING COMPETITION 

 
Team CSK conducted a " Diary writing competition " for all Asapians. "The memories of an 

unforgettable day " was the topic for the competition. The date and time allotted for the 

competition was November 30, 9 am to 11 pm. We had created a new whatsapp group named 

'Diaries ‘For their entries and activities.5 students participated in the competition. The winner of 

the event was Atholi .T.V from team RR. 

 

                   HUAJIA COMPETITION 

 
Radiant Royals conducted a drawing competition in the name of "HUAJIA" on 1st of December 

2020 from 2.00pm to 3.30pm.The subject for drawing competition was "current life",we get nine 

entries through the whatsapp group created for this drawing competition. Our judging criteria was 

creativity, neatness and originality. As per this criteria the Sreelakshmi E. P from the mathematics 

department got first prize. We gave e- certificate to all participants and we also decided to give a 

pencil kit to Sreelekshmi who got first prize after reopening our college 

 
                ALL KERALA LUDO CHAMPIONSHIP 
 

On behalf of SES College ASAP Forum,Team Kings Knight Riders conducted an online Ludo 

competition named ALL KERALA LUDO CHAMPIONSHIP on December 1st 2020 at evening 7 

pm onwards. 107 members were joined with us using the registration form that we had provided. 

The winner or in other words The All Kerala Ludo Champion is AMAL PK from kozhikode. 

 

                      TROLL MAKING COMPETITION 
 

Team Radiant Royals conducted a troll making whole kerala competition on 2nd December 2020 
2 PM to 3rd December 2020 ,8 PM.The subject of troll competition was ‘college campus after 
corona’.we got entries from different parts of Kannur district. Nived Ragavan from Christ College 
Thalassery And Javad from M. G College Iritty got 1st prize.Jyothilal from S.E.S College 
Sreekandapuram got second prize. We gave internet recharge for those who got first prize. 
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                ERINLE (QUIZ COMPETITION ) 

 
ASAP S.E.S College planned to conduct an online quiz program related to World AIDS Day on 

November 25th onwards and had been scheduled to conduct the same on November 

29(Sunday). But with further proceedings we had made slight changes in the date, that the 

program had been rescheduled or postponed to December 1st which is observed as World 

AIDS Day.Accordingly we made changes to our brochures and had been shared it to maximum 

WhatsApp groups. With the help of Shabeena ma'am, we were able to acquire maximum 

participation. We made registration link for making the way for students to participate in the 

program and joining us through WhatsApp. 89 participants registered in the link and 87 had 

been joined our WhatsApp group.With the help of friend Abhijith we had created the link for the 

Quiz Competition and uploaded the questions that had been prepared earlier. Additionally we 

created a feedback link so that we are able to realize what all changes do we have to make 

while conducting an online quiz program.On (Dec 1,2020) we had given instructions (Rules and 

regulations) regarding the quiz,in the WhatsApp group.The quiz program had been organised at 

sharp 3:00 p.m. and the feedback form also been given at time. The quiz program ERINLE had 

been successfully completed by 3:50 p.m. and with the help of our trainer Sovin sir .The e- 

certificates had been issued for students who had participated in the quiz programme. 

 
 

                CAPTION CONTEST 
 

The Mighty Indians ,one of the teams of ASAP SES, had conducted a Caption Contest on (02- 

12-2020) at 5:00p.m. only for Asapians. The program is conducted in the wats app group ‘Open 

Stage’. We shared the brochure of the program in the group. The program is conducted in such 

a manner that, a picture, related to pollution is shared in the group and requested all asapians to 

create a better caption for the picture. We got a total 7 responses for the program. From the 7 

entries we have selected the best two captions and marked them for the 1st and 2nd prize. E-

certificates are given to the winners. Aishwarya KS (KKR) got first prize & Athila TV (RR) got the 

second prize. 



 

                SLOGAN WRITING COMPETITION 
 

The Mighty Indians team of ASAP SES, conducted a Slogan Writing Competition- BOHO, in 

connection with National Pollution Control Day for SES College Students,on December 

02,2020. The brochure was prepared and shared through WhatsApp, and so that by giving our 

WhatsApp number for contact, we have invited entries or responses from students. Anusha T ( 

Physics Department ) scored the first prize and Keerthana Velayudhan(Maths 

Department)scored second prize in the Competition. 

 

              ANTAKSHARI 
 

We have conducted An Antakshari competition program on 3rd December 2020.The program 

was conducted for the ongoing Asapians. Team Mighty Indians won the prize and sreya was 

selected as the top singer. 

 

                  IDENTIFYING THE PERSON 

 
Team Radiant Royals conducted a competition named ‘Identify the person first’.The 

competition was conducted on 3rd December 2020 at 8pm.It was only for Asians.All other 

team members joined in this competition.We gave pictures of famous people from different 

sectors,and those who first mentioned the name of that person got first prize. In this 

competition,Jishnu .K from team Mighty Indians got first prize and Sreya from the same team 

got second prize.And we gave e-certificate to those who got first prize,and announced the 

name of the person who got second prize. 

 

               SLOGAN WRITING COMPETITION 
 

The team KKR has conducted a slogan writing competition related with Anti corruption day on 

9th December 2020.The best slogan was given prize. 

 
               DEBATE 
 

The team KKR has conducted a debate related to Human rights day on 10 th December 2020. 

The best team was given a prize. 

 

               SUNDARIKKU POTTU THODAL 

 
The team KKR has conducted the program ‘Sundharikk pottu thodal as a Sunday fun activity 

for entertaining asapiens through an online meet. The winner was given a prize. 



 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 



 

 
 

  
 
 
 
 

 



 

 
 
 

                 SPOT THE DIFFERENCE 

 
Team Mighty Indians conducted a programme 'Spot the difference' for all ASAPians on 

12/12/2020 at 8:00 PM. Time first scheduled at 7 later changed to 8. Participants were given 

two pictures and were asked to find differences between the pictures by keeping one picture 

for comparison. 12 questions were given and 3 minutes for answering each question. First 

correct answer was given 3 points and the second correct answer 2 points. Anusha T of 

team KKR got first position with 29 points, Aiswarya KS of team KKR got second position 

with 26 points and Jyothisree of team CSK got third position with 24 points. The feedback 

was that everyone enjoyed the programme. 

 

 A SONG FOR OUR NATION 
 

The team KKR has conducted the program "A song for our nation" , related to India's 

Republic day on January 26th. Everyday aapians used to mark their attendance by singing a 

song, on republic day they have to mark their attendance by singing a patriotic song to pay 

homage to the freedom fighters who fought for the country.18 Asapians marked their 

attendance by singing patriotic songs and Vyshak .Mwas selected as the top singer. 

 

                   MAKEOVER CHALLENGE 

 
Team CSK conducted a Lala lajpat Rai jayanti related special program named ‘MAKEOVER 

CHALLENGE’ for all Asap students on 28,January 2021.The rule was that the participants 

can use anything like scarf , towel, makeup and charcoal etc. The best will be selected. The 

winner was Jishnu from team MIghty Indians and the Runners up were Abhijith & Athila. 

 

                  ARE YOU GOOD AT LYING 
 

The team KKR had conducted the program "Are you good at lying? , Related with Beating             

Retreat Day on 29 January 2020 . All the asapiens have their own abilities in their own way. 

On 29 th January we organised the said program as a fun program . 4 asapians showed their 

skills by posting audio in the Asap open stage. The best performer in the programme is 

Namina N from team CSK . 
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